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The Business of ACI
'd like to begin my presidemial memos by expressing
appreciation to the members of the Inst itute for
electing me president. I view being president of ACI
as more than an honor. I view it also as a responsibility to sec that the work and programs of the Institute
continue in accord with the desires of the membership.
Some very significanl moves were made this past year.
Land was purchased in suburban Detroit with the intent
of constructing a new headquarters building. A nonprofit ACI Education and Research Foundation was established to expand activities in these areas. A for-profit
subsidiary called Association Concepts was formed to utilize the expertise of ACI 's
staff in developing and managing technical meetings. Plans were started for the Institure's fi rst international conference, to be held in December 1991, on " Evaluation and Rehabilitation of Concrete Structures and Innovations in Design." This
conference is an outgrowth of Paul Zia's recommendation for increased collaboration with our international chapters. In November, the new Member Services
Department became operational, providing a very tangible result to Burr Bennett's
emphasis on a " user friendly" ACI. While all these moves were new, they were
made only after much discussion and deliberation by the Board of Direction.
important work was also accomplished in ACI's established programs in technical activities, publications, and education. And programs in certification and selling computer programs continue to be nurtured. ACI's 1989 conventions in Atlanta and San Diego were particularly success ful.
I cite brieny the work and programs of ACI to make the point that the Institute's dimensions are substantial. With nearly 20,000 members and a projected 1990
operati ng income of about $7.6 million, ACI by comparison is a relatively large,
not-for-profit association. Even though it is classified for tax purposes as not-forprofit, this does not diminish the need for our activities to be carried out in accord
with good business practices.
Like most business organizations, the Institut e has a Board of Direction that is
elected by its membership. 1 doubt, though, that many members think of themselves as shareholders; yet in a sense they are. Being elected a director is an honor.
However, the elected directors have a duty of loyalty and a duty of care to the
members, that is the shareholders, as they perform the funct ion of supervising the
affairs of the lnstiturc. As established by the Bylaws, an Executive Committee recommends action on ACI affairs to the Board, and acts fo r the Board between
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meetings. This Executive Committee consists of the
President, the two Vice Presidents, the most recent Past
President, and the Executive Vice President (without
vote). The role of the President is to perform the usual
duties of the office, to preside at conventions and at
meetings of the Board, and to be an ex officio member
of all committees. The role of the Executive Vice President is to manage and direct the activities of the Institute as prescribed by the Board. In association terminology, the President may be referred to as the CEO
(chief elected officer, not chief executive officer) and
the Executive Vice President as the CSO (chief staff officer) . In my view, this structure has worked well for
ACI. The supervision of the Board and the efforts of
an excellent staff have, I believe, kept the business of
the Institute in good order in the pasl.
Still, the need to be mindful of the future seems
stronger than ever before. Unfortunately, this is a litigious time and ACI programs are not without risk. The
publication of the 318-89 Building Code led to disputes
with several segments of the construction indu stry.
Even while the fnstitute seems to be pushed toward expanding programs because of the diminishing efforts of
trade associations, there is increasing competition from
allied organizations and other professional societies in
traditional ACI activities . Finally, even though we have
a very broad membership base, professionals are its

biggest category of membership and they sometimt
have rather idealistic views of the construction indu
try. Thus, it is important that our strengths arc W (
founded.
As your president for one year, I do not have a pt
tent agenda. However, 1 would like to devote auentic
to technical commiu ee work. ACI's mouo is " Progre
Through Knowledge" and its strength is its public.
tions. However, as good as the publications are, I b1
lieve there is room for improvement. I would also m
to devote attention to the new Education and Researc
Foundation . A specific purpose of the Institut e is 1
further "scientific research." The Concrete Materia
Research Council has made an excellent start in pre
mating materials research, but emphasis on structun
resea rch will also be needed in conjunct ion with tl·
new foundation.
I'm reminded of a saying I heard not long ago, tha
" Life is like a bridge; you pass over it for a whjle." Sc
for a while. through these President's Memos, I wi
express my views on matters I think are important 1
ACL I hope to hear from many of you in response.
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Revised in 1987, this new edition of the ACI Concrete
Primer, SP-1, is designed as both an introduction to
the beginner and as a refresher for the seasoned con·
crete professional. The new primer uses a questionand-answer format to develop in simple terms the
principles governing concrete mixtures.
From "What is ponland cement?" through other
fundamental questions on strength, admixtures, proponioning and testing, the ACI Concrete Primer
takes you on a step-by-step guided tour through all
aspects of this complex and fascinating job of making durable concrete.
Order your copy today!
SP- 1, Concrete Primer, 1987, 96 pages, available 10
ACI members for $10.50 (nonmembers $14.25).
American Concrete Institute,
P.O. Box 19150, Detroit, Ml 48219-0150,
(313)532-2600, FAX (313)538-0655
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Common Self-Interests
n my last memo, I spoke brieny aboUI " The Business of ACI" and my desire to devote attention to
technical committee work and to the Education
and Research Foundation in this comjng year. Even
though the first of these - technical committ.ee work
- is as old as ACI itself and the second - the fou ndation - is new as of last year, I believe they are both
at the core of our "common self-interests ."
The importance of an association's activities being in
the circle of commo n self-interests was emphasized in
my mind when I recently auended a symposium fo r
CEOs and CSOs. (In my initial memo, I noted that these initials stand for Chief
Elected Officer and Chief Staff Officer, respectively.) The definition of an association as given at this meeting was: "A group of people who voluntarily come together to solve common problems, meet common needs and accomplish common
goals." In the same vein, an association's success can be measured by the extent to
which it recognizes and focuses on the common self-interests of its members. An
association that is not effective in recognizing and focusing on self-interests will
probably experience connict and paralysis and also suffer from spreading its resources too thin.
Without doubt, our Institute deserves hjgh marks for success as measured on this
scorecard. Our spirited discussion on many issues is not connict. Our steady production of reports a nd publications is not paralysis. Rather, these are signs of
healthy programs.
Another point made at the symposium was that there are typically eight stages in
the life of an associati on. Without belaboring you with a listing of all of these
stages, it was clear to me that ACI is in a healthy state of adulthood, which by definition is when " the organization is mastering its environment and serving the needs
of its members." Unlike you and me, ACI can guard against ever entering into the
stage of old age by seeing to it that its programs remain healthy.
What is in the AC I circle of programs? As I thought about depicting them in the
accompanying sketch, I realized that the number of programs is surprisingly large,
and perhaps a little confusing. In general, the function of Board committees is to
oversee activities that represent a program. Other Board committees besides the
Technical Activities Committee (TAC) and the Educational Activit ies Commiuee
(EAC) include: Awards, Chapter Activities, Construction Liaison , Conventions,
Fellows, Financial Advisory, Honorary Membership, International Activities,
Membership, Phil M. Ferguson Lecture, Planning, Publications, Responsibility in
Concrete Construction , and Standards Board. EAC and particularly TAC have a
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large number of commitlees which
operate under their direction and
which could perhaps be shown as
circles within circles. One of these
that is quite prominent is, of course,
certification, shown on the diagram
as within EAC.
ACI's budget shows nine operating programs: advertising, awards
a nd sc holarships , cert ifi cation,
chapter support, convention services, member services, nonperiodical publications, periodical publications, and seminars. Add to this
those programs embodied in ACI's
deparrments but which do not, on
the surface, seem to be direclly included in any of the above categories: construction development,
engineering, marketing, electronk
information and sale of computer
software programs. Also, the fnstitute has recently created two subsidiaries - the Education and Research Foundation and Association
Concepts - both of which have
been discussed in recent President's

ACI's Circle of Common
Se ll-Interests

Memos. As a for-profit subsidiary,
Association Concepts should be regarded as outside th e circle and
therefore one which shou ld stand
and function on its own.
Al l of these programs are certainly important. But in total they
may be too many. As the Institute
continues to pass over its bridge, I

beli eve some stream lining and realignment may be desirable.
The certification program deserves special mention. Its activities
are under the direct oversight of
EAC but it operates as an ACI department. Part of the program has
been well received, but the outlook
for other parts is unclear. Regardless, the total number of people
who have been certified now exceeds 20,000. A few references have
been made to certi fication in our
tech nical literature. H owever, the
outlook would be en ha nced by
greater recognition. In the future,
when the success of ACI's certification program is assured, it should
possibly be reorganized as a fo rprofit subsidiary.

Nondest rue live
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Building Technical Literature
n my last President's Memo, I depicted ACI's
"Circle of Common Self-Interests" by a large circle bounding smaller circles. The smaller circles
represented Institute programs, such as the work of
the Educational Activities Committee and ACI's certification program. I would now like to co mment on
what I believe is the biggest circle within that large circle: the Institute's technical activities or, more specifically, technical literature.
It would have been very interesting to have sat in on
the meetings in 1906 when the original charter of ACI
was developed. As stated in the Articles of Incorporation, the purpose of the Institute is "to further engineering education and sciemific investigation and scientific
research by ... " While such wording could only come from a committee effort, the
essence is clear. And it certainly is as relevant today as it was some 84 years ago.
The furtherance of technology in concrete comes mainly through ACI's technical activities. ACI is well known for the quality, if not the quantity, of its technical
literature. Because of this, the leadership of the Institute in concrete technology, at
least in North America, is virtually unchallenged. The foremost self-interest that we
have is to maintain and even extend this leadershjp.
Recently, I concluded six years of service on ACI's Technical Activities Committee. Part of TAC's function is to review documents from the technical committees,
now numbering 108. It was an enjoyable experience, of substantial benefit to me
personally. But it had its frustrations as well, particularly with regard to the preparation and review of technical documents.
ACI's technical literature is prepared by volunteers serving on the Institute's
committees. These volunteers are usually experts in their particular fields and the
reports they develop are the reason for the lnstiture's success . Understandably, the
amount of time for which these commiuee members can volunteer their skills, intelligence, and talents in the preparation and finalizing of a technical document is
limited. As a result, the quality of organization and writing of a document at times
suffers, and there may be delays. TAC must frequently return a document to the
appropriate committee for further work. In the next few memos, I will address and
express my views on several of the difficulties that are encountered in this process.
I have personally found it helpful to keep in mind that technical literature should
be built like blocks, as illustrated in the accompanying figure. In any subject area,
there should be a substantial base of relevant information, including published papers that have been open to discussion. From this base, a technical commiuee can
produce reports on the state-of-the-art. As experience grows in the subject area, it
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Standards

continued

Gu ides
Committee Stat e-of-the-Art Reports
Technical Reports, Papers, and Symposia Proceedings
may be appropria te to develop a gui de or recommended practice. As experience matures, it may also be
desirable to produce a standard .
Unfortunately, the sense of urgency to produce a
technical document sometimes leads to a commiuee
trying to produce a state-of-the-an report, a guide, or
even a standard when information on the subject is insufficient. In essence, the order of the blocks becomes
reversed, a nd obviously preca ri ous. A co mmittee
should seek to arrange symposia on a newly developing
subject before producing a state-of-the-an report. Syn-

GUIDE FOR
DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION
OF CONCRETE
PARKING LOTS
Knowing the
Differences,
Makes a
Difference in
Economy &
Serviceability.
6

thesis of the state-of-the-art into a guide provides opportunity for usage without constraint. When a standard is produced before the state-of-t he-an is well established, the document , in my view, can be more
harm ful than beneficial because it may restrict those
who seek to apply that information in innovative ways
that will contribute to its furth er development.
As l said earlier, I intend to express in future memos
some fu rther views on building technicalliteraLUre. It 's
ACI's most important effon!

Concre te pa rk ing lou now scr•c ma ny
tran sponrtt io n facilit ies, ind ustrial P.lnnts,
commcrcinl developments, and multtfamily
housing projects of all si1cs. 1 hey nrc used for
storage of vehicle~ and goods. They provide
mancU\ cring areas for Hhiclcs and access for
delive ry and distribution \ chicles. The design
and construction of concrete slabs for parking
lots and outside storage area~ share many
similarities with the design and construction
of streets ~nd highways, but they also have
some very rlistinct difference;. II fu ll appreciation of the differences and the mod ification
of design and construction procedures to take
these differences into account can result in
economical and <cniccablc concrete parking
lots that will provide sntisfactory service for
many yca11 wuh minimum maintcn• ncc.
This guide mcludes informnuon on sue im-estijlation, thickness determination, design of
Joints and other details, paving operations,
and IJURiity as,urancc proced ures during
construction. Maintenance and repair are
also discussed.
330R·87,Gillde for Design and Cot&Stnu:rion
ofConcm~ ParAmg Lars, soft CO\rt, 1987, 27
pages , 3\'llllnble to ACI rncmbcr1 for SIJ.SO
(nonmembers SI7.SO).
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What is a Standard?
n last month' s President's Memo, I represented a
standard as the top block of a stack of blocks, each
representing a category of technical literature. This
month I would Like to express a few remarks about
standards.
The subject of standards is receiving a great amount of
attention these days. Part of the attention stems from the
prospective unification of t.he European Community
(EC) market in 1992. The EC is seeking to unify standards, regulations, certification procedures, and testing
methods in order to facilitate the free now of products
and services among the participating countries. Understandably, there is concern
over the use of standards as barriers to international trade. As a result, " international harmonization" is a new buzzword in standards-producing organizations.
While harmonization is clearly important for products, I believe it is less important
for services, at least in the area of design and construction . Differences in codes and
specifications between countries should be expected, just as there are differences in
building and bridge standards in this country. I would venture to say that early
conversion in the United States to the metric system is more importanr than any
other effort which might be undertaken.
Part of the attention also stems from the view that more standardization will help
to improve the quality of design and construction . This may be true but I suspect
it also depends on the quaJity of the standards in question.
According to a July 1989 report prepared by the Library of Congress for the
Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology, for the Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, U. S. House of Representatives, worldwide there are
an estimated 500,000 national standards, of which 89,000 are promulgated in the
United States. The reason rhat there are so many standards, of course, is that they
cover all aspects of technological practice in areas such as terminology, testing,
products, processes, services, and interfacing. Standards may also be classified by
the intended user group - industry or government, for example - or by the manner in which they specify requirements, i.e., performance or design. Another classification distinguishes between mandaLOry and voluntary (non-mandatory) standards.
According to the Library of Congress report, there is no commonly accepted
definition of a standard. However, the report goes on to say lhat, in the broadest
possible sense, standards can be seen as "a category of documents whose function
is to control some aspect of human endeavor." ASTM's definition of a standard is
"a document that has been developed and established within the consensus principles of the Society and that meets the approval requirements of ASTM procedures
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and regulations." ASCE's definition is "a prescribed
set of ru les, conditions, or requirements concerned
with ... "
In the Technical Committee Manual (TCM), AC I
recognizes four categories of documents requiring standardization . Codes are intended to be adopted by governmental bodies as legal documents, setting forth
minimum requirements . They "must" be worded in
explicit, mandatory language . Code cases are a special
category, intended to provide interim interpretation of
codes. Specifications are intended to be referenced as
part of a contract between an owner and a builder and
"must" be worded in explicit, mandatory language
subject to on ly one possible interpretation . Standard
practices are intended to present the reco mmended and
acceptable methods and materials to be used in design,
planning, execution, or inspection of construction and
in preparing specifications. They "should" be written
in obligatory language except when alternative provisions are recommended.

When I asked Samuel J . "Sam" Henry, ACI's director of engineering, for a definition of an Institute standard, he facetious ly said it was anything that has managed to get through the Institute's standards procedures. T hen he went on to say that a standard is a
document that is used fo r regulation so, besides being
in reasonably clear language, it must also be in enforceable language. Sam thought ACI's Building Code
and specifications were good examples of standards. In
fact, according to a 1976 National Bureau of Standards
report, ACI's 318 "Building Code Requirements for
Rein forced Concrete" is the standard most often referenced in building codes adopted by states or cities.
Sam also thought that ACI's standard practices were
not enforceable a nd that to process them through the
standardization procedure may be a waste of lime and
money. I wholeheartedly agree. I see no value in nonmandatory language standards. The benefit they are
expected to provide could be achieved as well by a high
quality commiltee report.

There is No Controlling
The Elements,
But You Can Control Their
Effects On Concrete.
SP-100
CONCRETE DURABILITY:
Conrmt Durohllifl• ha' lxtn designed 10 c\amine 1he effect~ of 1ario11> conrrelmg malerials
and comrrucuon 1cchmquc~ on Ihe abihl) of h)drnulic cemenl concrtlcs 10 remam durable
under uriom 3UJ'I:Sllle C\JlO)Urt condtlions found in roda} ·, cn1ironmen1
Concrttt Durobllm. ~ \) mpo~rum 1olumc comprised of Ill papers from around 1he l'orld.
examino 1he prt>cnl \lnlc of lno11 lcdgc. tdenl ifio and discu1scs problems and ln011 n
solu1 ions, and de1ermine' 11ha1 impro1cmen1s in pracrirc are needed and how I hey may be
achie,ed. Published rn 1wo \Olumo. nnd divided by subjecr mamr (sulfate ulrnc~. allnliaggrtl!ale rt.1c11on. nbrJ110n. corro>ton and o1hers) ropics COicrcd include: durabrltly of high\lrenglh concre1e, l'hy 11e ha1e concre1c durabilt1y problems, concrcrc
durJbrlily in bridge5, Claluation of I he cffecri1·cne>S of curmg concre1e
\IIUclurcs, fro>r susccplibility of high-meng1h concre1e. ny ash. and
concre1c durnbilily. dclerioration of aggrcgn1cs - 1he underlying
cnu~ and much more.

II III

Conct'l't~ Durobility-Kathonm.> and BI)'JJIII M athi'T
lnrrmanonol COI!frrcfiC'(', 1987, l\<0 H>lumcs, 2179 ~o.
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Getting Started
s I've said in previous memos, the most important common self-int erest of ACI members is
technical activity in the broad field of concrete.
The result of this technical activity is usually
technical literature. Yet the quantity and timeliness of
the literat ure produced by ACT's 108 technical committees is not always what I would expect, or what I believe is needed by the concrete industry.
A technical committee is formed upon the recommendation of the Technical Activiti es Co mmittee
(TAC) and t he approval of the Board of Direction.
Usually, the formation of a committee is in response to
the common and enthusiastic desire of several people to
record and synthesize the state-of-the-art in a particular a rea . However, the enthusiasm can quickly give way
to the reality or the difficulty or writing a document
that achieves the mission of the committee.
The members of ACI's committees a re volunteers,
and thus their comm ittee work us ually mus t take a
lower priority than the work for which they are employed. Still, I believe man y commiuee members are
willing to and do devote a substantial amount of personal time for such effort. For t his, the members get
the opportunity to meet with a nd learn from ot her people who a re actually working in their field or interest.
Time, while perhaps a limitation, is not the main difficulty.
In my view, co mmittees should be s ure that the
background information needed for a report is available. lf you recall the building blocks for technical literature that 1 described in the July issue of Concrel e fn /ernational, you will understand the importance that I
attribute to having an established base upon which to
prepare a committee report. In general , a committee
should not be developing new material. A commiuee
should be using previously published material, prefera-

A
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bly subject t o peer rev iew
and discuss ion, which the
members put in the best
comext for use by the profession a nd the industry.
T AC's Technical Committee Manual is an excellent resource for new committees (and o ld committees as well). It points out
many methods for a committee to use in developing the information on which a
state-of-the-art report can be based. T his includes
sponsoring convention sessions and symposia, writing
annotated bibliographies, encouraging individually authored papers, and cooperating with educational committees and ACl chapters in the development of seminars.
Another diffic ulty that committees encounter, at
least in my opinion, is that they tend to embark on preparing too broad a document. It's as if their document
must be the ultimate treatise, to cover all of the research a nd development in a subject area. It would be
better to narrow the focus, such that a committee accomplishes its mission in stages. ln fact, some or ACI's
best commiu ee reports have been very limited in scope.
Finally, there is no substitute for leadership exerted
by the committee chairman . Leaders hip goes beyond
organization a nd assignments - it means direct involvement in writing the document. P eople who are affected by written material wi ll respond if there are disagreements.
In short, be sure that the information on which a report is to be based is well established, keep the focus
narrow, and get started.
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Moving Along
fter getting started in the .p reparation of a technical document, it 's important to keep moving
along with the writing and to submit the document to the Technical Activities Committee for
review in a reasonable period of time. Interest wanes
a nd the content becomes outdated when the effort extends over ma ny years.
The Technical Committee Manual (TCM) offers
guidance in the preparation of committee documents.
Section 3.3 points out that "a unit ed effort by all committee members generally produces the best results."
From my experience, that is an ideal and not the norm.
A detailed outline is an essential prerequ isite when
many people participate in writing a document. Still,
documents wriuen by many people arc inherently subject to inconsistencies in style a nd to repetition. rn such
cases, the Editorial Subcommittee tha t each commiu ce
is required to have by Section 1. 3.2 of the TCM must
diligently edit the document prior to ballot of a final
draft. It's my impression that many documents come to
TAC without a n editorial review. In fact, I am aware
of only one committee with an editorial subcommittee
that was effective.
The 1990 edition of the TCM states that "where a
committee or subcommittee chairman is qualified to
prepare the document, sometimes the simplest, quickest, a nd most direct approach is for the chairman to
prepare the first draft." The manual goes on to state:
" Indi viduals can be called upon to add to the draft
where needed. T he draft is su bmit ted to the entire
committee for review, comment, and revision." Again,
from my experience, that process produces a technical
document in the shortes t period of time. (lncidentially,
the 1990 edition of the manual is now being finalized
and members should receive their copies shortly.

A
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While it is hard to write
a draft, it is even harder to
make rev is ions a ft er it 's
written. Section 3.3 of the
TCM points out that the
" fina l draft shall represem
the consensus of the committ ee . '' As I r ecent l y
learned in relation to another mauer , consens us
means gro up solidari t y in
sent ime nt and belief, even unanimity. Thus, committees should, in m y opinion, avoid voting on small
pieces, s uch as paragraphs or sentences, within a document. Rather, comment s s hould be accepted and addressed as succeeding drafts a re developed with the aim
of achieving unanimity in the final draft. Very difficult
issues should be handled by ballo ting and resolving
negative votes on what is believed to be the final draft.
In the end , if in doubt , leave it out.
In my view, ACJ should put more staff effort into
the preparation of documents. The addition of a professional writer to work on drafts that a re under preparation might be justified by increased sales of technical publications. However, reallocation of time from
administration of documents, part o f which is spent in
chasing comments a nd revisions, to assisting committees in writ ing docu ments should also be considered.
One of the goals of the Institute's Long-Range Plan
is to increase membersh ip on technical committees. But
many new members have little exper ience in writing
documents. This is particularly true in committees with
the more practical, construction-oriented missions. ACI
needs to increase the help offered to committees in
moving along a document.
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Finishing. the Technical DoeumeliJt
n two previous memos, I' ve expressed a few remarks about "getting started" and "moving along"
in preparing a technical document. "Finishing,"
however, is frequently referred to as "getting it
through TAC." Havi ng been both a chairman of a
technical committee that completed a document and a
member of the Technical Activities Committee for six
years, I'd like to express a few observations about getting a document published.
Perhaps most important is to keep in mind that the
function of the Technical Activities Committee is to review and approve the document. T AC is not, however,
the author. The distinction may seem obvious, but it is
important. As author, the committee is fully responsible for the material in the document. As reviewer and
approver, TAC is acting ro provide reasonable assurance that: (I) due process has been used in preparing
the document, (2) the technical content is at the stateof-the-art, and (3) the style is consistent with ACI's
publication policies.
T he manner in which the T AC reviewers express
com ments is covered in Section 5. 1 of the T echnical
Committee Manual (TCM). Each comment is given a
classification - primary, secondary, or editorial. Primary comments are substantive, requiring compliance
or a statement of technical reason for noncompliance.
Secondary comments are nonsubstantive, disposition of
which is left to the committee. Editorial comments are
to be followed, provided no change of meaning results.
All 15 members of TAC receive the document. In the
TAC review process, many others are given opportunity to read it and express their comments. For instance, the document is sent to at least one outside reviewer and to the chairmen of any of ACI's 107 other
committees having an interest in the document or work
a ffected by it.
It is essential that the document be complete, well
organized, and in near fina l form. Otherwise, the reviewers' time is wasted because of difficulty comprehending the document and the need to express seemingly trivial comments. As a T AC member, I found
there were too many times that I wondered whether
anyone on the committee, including the chairman, had
read the entire document before its submission.
A TAC Review Group assembles and considers the
comments. If the document is in reasonably good
shape, the Review Group will usually eliminate duplications and delete apparently incorrect statements .
(Reviewers are not always right.) If the document is in
poor shape, the Review Group may leave the com-
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ments unedited simply because of their volume. Furl her, a review of a docu ment in poor shape may
also be incomplete because
of the difficulty in making
the review, with the apparent conc lu sion t hat the
document must be rejected.
TAC subsequently acts on
the recommendation of the
Review Group as to
whether the document
should be approved, approved subject to committee response to the comments, or disapproved. The latter action is the so-caUed 3 R's of the TAC, in whkh the
committee is expected to revise, reballot, and resubmit
the document.
Even when a document is approved with comment,
it's surprising how long it sometimes takes for a committee to respond and res ubmit the document for publication. fn my opinion, TAC is partly at fault for this
by approving documents with too many comments. It
would be better for T AC to reject the document, which
then does not require the committee to respond to the
comments but rather allows the committee to undertake substantial change without tracking in the review
process. Regardless, if the document is approved, the
committee must address rhe primary comments, either
accepting the recommendation or giving a technical
reason for noncompliance. Remember, the committee
is the author, and in matters of judgment its views
should prevail.
The process of finishing a technical document is
complicated. That process, however, has given ACI the
reputation of producing high-quali ty technical li terature. This reputation must be maintained if ACT is to
continue to be a world leader in concrete technology.
As 1 said in my memo last month , l believe ACT
should put more staff effort into preparing technical
documents. ACI realized $2,454,000 of income from
the sale of nonperiodical publications in 1989. This is
the largest source of income to ACI, exceeding membership dues by over $400,000, and representing about
38 percent of a total income of $6,502,000. In my view,
t hat's a remarkable achievement for ACT's volunteer
committee members. But there often are hitches in volunteer processes. A limited amount of staff assistance
in preparing and finishing a document should be good
business for ACT.
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Memo
Research for Better Concrete
he American Concrete lnstitme's literature on
concrete technology is the most authoritative,
comprehensive, and topical in the world. This
is not only my opinion but it is a belief I feel is
shared by the vast majority of AC I members in North
America and abroad. However, this distinction will be
maintained only as long as research continues and is
used lO support improvements in concrete design and
construction.
Within the 30 plus years of my experience, one of the
major advances in the concrete industry that stands out
in my mind is the development of seven wire strand for
prestressing. I asked veteran ACI member Kent Preston how seven wire strand came to be used in North
America . It was an interesting story. In the 1950s, single wires were widely used in Europe for prestressing
concrete. The Bridge Division of John A. Roebling's
Sons Co. wanted to promote the use of prestressing in
this hemisphere but recognized that the labor in using
single wires was uneconomical. Initially, this firm used
galvanized bridge strands. For example, stra nd up to
1 % in. diameter having a tensi le strength of 352,000 lb
was used in a number of post-tensioned hollow box
bridges in Cuba. Kent gives credit to Ben Bascom, a
precast concrete producer in Pottstown, Pa., for conceiving the idea of usi ng ~ in. diameter seven wire
strand for pretcnsioning concrete. Stress relieving techniques were developed shortly thereafter by the Roebling firm to reduce losses and, from that point on, the
precast pretcnsioned concrete industry grew rapidly,
supported by extensive research.
Other major advances in my mind arc high-range
water reducers and concrete pumping systems. These
advances also were driven by ideas to lower construction costs. More recent advances such as the use of silica fume in concrete and epoxy coatings for reinforcement have made it possible to increase strength or improve durabi lity of concrete members. Research to
further improve durability will be a major topic in this
new decade.
I sometimes wonder if basic research could lead to
increases in tensile strength or reductions in shrinkage
and creep of concrete. Improvements in these proper-
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ties ma y not change ou r
methods of construction or
ways of reinforcing concrete. However, they would
decrease cracki ng which is
still a major problem in concrete construct ion. People
who work in ACI's technical
co mmitt ee s t ructurc can
probably visualize other possibilities for basic research.
Ward Malisch of Concrete
Construction magazine recently suggested that research was needed to answer
questions about recurring problems and he cited examples of accidental arc st rikes and careless spraying of
form release oil on reinforcing bars. While limited research lO provide some insight into these or similar effects may be helpful, we need to be caULious about research that could also serve as a justification for poor
workmanship.
Research is also important as an cclucat ional tool.
Laboratory research provides an opportunity for gaining an appreciation of the behavior and durability of
elements and materials. Research on in-service performance provides an opportunity to understand how
elements work as systems. This hands-on research experience is more beneficial than reading old technical
papers, however valid they may be. It seems to me that
fewer people arc getting these opportunities today.
ACI should give thought to its own research needs.
As I emphasized in the start of this memo, the Institut e
has the best concrete technical literature in the world.
It is a foremost common self-interest of our Institute to
maintain its leadership in the quality and production of
such technical literature. This lit eraiUre depends on
pertinent and well-planned research on topics in the Institute's fields of interest. Currently, AC I's Concrete
Materials Research Council is seeking research topics
from the Institute's technical committees. This is an
imponant activity. All topics that contribute to maintaining AC t's leadership in technical literature deserve
careful consideration.
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Memo
ACI's New Foundation
o, I'm not talking about the footings under
ACI 's proposed new headqua rters building.
Rather, I'd like to express a few remarks about
the Institute's new resea rch a nd education
fou ndation. Originally, the title of this new agency was
the Education and Research Foundation. You've probably read about the foundation in news items in Concrete International as it was being considered and then
approved by ACl's Board of Direction. The September
issue of CI contained an article on how the founda tion
will help ACI get prepared for the 21st Century. The
Board of Direction at the recent fa ll convention in
Philadelphia, Pa., approved a minor name change £O
avoid a possible conflict in acronym usage. The new
name is the Concrete Research and Education Foundation (CREF).
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The foundation has broad objectives. In my view, the
foremost objective established by the Board is the identification, support, and conduct of basic and applied
research on concrete materials, design, construction,
and applications. Another very important objective is
to establish fellowship and scholarship programs for
graduate and undergraduate students with career interests pertaining to concrete technology. While it would
be great if the foundation could play a role in achieving a major advance in concrete technology, it is important that we set our sights closer to home, and be
sure we are meeting ACI's research needs. These needs,
as I said in last month's memo, are to be certain that
the Institute is maintaining its leadership in the quality
and production of technical literature.
Also at the Philadelphia convention, the Board and
the Executive Committee took several other actions that
will help launch the foundation. These include the formal transfer of the Concrete Materials Research Council to the foundation. This move, it is felt, will help
CM RC achieve its goals of "advancing the knowledge
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of concrete materials by soliciting a nd se lec tin g research proposa ls, financing
them, guiding the research,
and publishing the results, all
in coord inat ion with ACI
technical committees."
Secondly, realizing that
the research scope of the new
foundation is intended to be
broader than concrete materials, consideration was given
to expanding the scope or
CMRC to cover structural
research and construct ion research. An allernative to
expanding CMRC would be to establish additional
councils reporting to the foundation. Thirdly, it was
agreed that an initial fund raising drive would be inaugurated early in 1991, to solicit financial support for the
foundation.
At some point , the Institute may want to consider
direct financial support for the foundation. In my view,
AC I should not expect its research needs to be met
solely by outside funding. This is like saying to someone that we think we know how they should spend their
money. I believe it would be in ACI's best interest to
use some or its own money in support or research conducted by the foundation. These funds could come either from a surcharge on sale of technical literature, or
from an increase in dues. I'm also of the opinion that
if the Institute undertakes some meaningful research
using its own fund s, companies which may perceive
that the research wi ll affect their interests will want to
participate. IL wouldn 't surprise me if such outside interest could double or triple the fu nds the Institute earmarks for research.
Let's give CREF a good foundation! It will be good
business for all of us involved in concrete.
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Memo
Certification -

Where Is it Headed?

should say at the outset of this memo that l have
not been directly involved in ACt's seven certification programs. H owever, through service on
the Board of Direction, I have been aware of the
inception in 1982 and subsequent development of certification activities within AC I, and the considerable
debate over the support of these programs with institute resources. My comments , therefore, should be recognized as coming from a person who, as president, is
concerned about ACI's activities and future direction,
but whose first-hand knowledge of certification activities is limited.
There is a strong push for ceni fication in the concrete constructio n industry, internationally as well as in
the United States, because of the widespread feeling that the quality of concrete
construction in general is lower than it should be. Requiring certification of those
on the job site and in the testing laboratories is viewed as a major step in improving quality . The growth of ACT's cert ificat ion program since its creation about
eight years ago is an indicator of this desire to produce better concrete. The accompanying drawing shows that, in 1990, the number of people who have been
certified by the Institute exceeds its total membership. At the end of 1990, the
number of certified individuals was over 25,000. Probably less than 5 percent of
these people are ACJ members. On the other hand, lnstitllle membership during the
year increased by about a 1000 and, at the start of 1991, was just about 20,000.
The numerical increase in certified individuals, however, derives mainly from one
program -the Grade I Concrete Field Testing Technician. At the end of 1990, approximately 24,500 individuals had been certified under this prog ram. This is 98
percent of the total number of ACI certifications. Mjchael A. C lark, the Institute's
manager of certification, believes the number of Grade I certifications could easily
double in the next five years.
The next two largest programs are those for Level II and In-Training Concrete
Construction Inspector, in which approximately 400 and 150 are certified, respectively. Started four and two years ago respectively, these programs have "huge potemial" with both private and public agencies, according to Clark. The Concrete
Flatwork Finisher and Technician programs, three and one years old, have certifications of about 130 and 20, respectively. This is the first year that the Grades I
and II Concrete Laboratory Testing Technician programs have been offered and as
yet no one has been certified.
Financially, the 1990 income and expenses of the certification programs were
about break-even for the Institute. The Grade I Field Te.sting Technician had a net
gain of about $150,000, offset by losses in the newer programs. Since 1982, the cumulative cost of certification activities to the Institute has been about $ 144,000 including staff salaries.
While this is but a thumb-nail sketch of ACI's certification programs, perhaps it
is su fficient to allow me a couple of observations. As the leading organization pro-
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ducing technical literature on concrete, ACI could give
certification a big boost through referring to certified
individuals in its literature. Without question, the reference to a certified field technician in ASTM C94 has
promoted the growth of that program.
Most ACI chapters in the United Stat es have discove red that sponsorship of certifica tion prog rams has
been technically worthwhile as well as fin a ncia lly rewarding. Chapters in Canada and Puerto Rico have
a lso sponsored programs and the Institute's chapter in
Singapore has a program modeled afte r ACI's. The
Mexican chapter is also drafting a ceni fication program. Clark estimates that at least 50 percem of those
in the concrete industry who are involved in administering the certification programs are not Institute members.
From my perspective, I would certainly not like to
see the Institute pull back in its support of certification. Indeed, such support should be increased, but
perhaps with a longer range strategy based on opportunity. I also believe that AC l should move to support
its certification programs in its technical literature. On
the other band, I doubt that the number of certified
people who become ACI members will ever be large;
their interests are different. Thus , it would make sense
for ACI to establish its second for-profit subsidiary for
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certification activities, with assured financial backing of
perhaps $500,000 over the next five years. This would
allow a strong business-like approach to be developed
for promotion of certification. Depending on its success, AC I could then decide whether or not to continue
with ccrti fication activities.
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Memo
Around ACI's World
first I thought that I would give this memo the
title of "Around the World in 18 Days" because that was the length of time that Bill Tolley of the ACI staff and I took in late November and early December to visit Institute chapters and
present seminars in Karachi, Delhi, Bombay, Johar
Bahru, a nd Seou l. Henry Russell, of Construction
Technology Laboratories, Inc., was with us on all of
these visits except to Seoul. The three of us stopped initially in Copenhagen, Denmark, where consideration is
being given to forming the first ACJ chapter in Europe. (See article, "Sixth International Seminars," beginning on page 79 of this issue.)
However, I chose the above title because I wanted
also to recognize two other international trips that r
have made in representing ACI. Last May, I was a
guest of the Argentina Portland Cement Institute, presenting sem inars for AC f's Argentina chapter in
Buenos Aires, Rosario, Cordoba, Mendoza, and Mar
Del Plata. Then, in late June, I was a guest of the Japan Concrete Institute, presenting a lecture at that organization's annua l meeting in Hokkaido and also
touring several construction sites, including the Honshu-Shikoku bridges.
Perhaps the strongest memory that I will retain from
these visits is the very sincere welcomes that r, as well
as Henry and Bill when we were together, received at
every stop. Our hosts treated us to dinners, tours, and
events that were representative of their culture. One
memory I wi ll always retain is that of the five hour
drive from Delhi to Agra in India to see the Taj Mahal.
The Taj Mahal was a beautiful shrine, but dodging the
overloaded trucks, buses, oxen-driven carts, as well as
elephams and camels on this road, was quite an experience.
On the serious side, however, I would like to express
the strong feeling I developed that people in international chapters are looking to ACI for leadership in a
changing world. At the same time, they are also cognizant that their own technology is advancing.
Some chapters flo urish, while others languish, the
same as in North America. Often, it is people who have
had some prior contact with Americans, thmugb education or personal association, that use chapter activities to maintain and enhance their contact. But I think
we may at times be somewhat indifferent. We're happy
when a few of them get together and want to organize
a chapter. We send them one set of ACI's literature
along with a few other things, and two or three people
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try to visit them every few
years. But we do not have a
strong program that promotes ACI in the international arena. Having never
served on the Institute's Inte rnationa l Activities or
Chapter Act ivities committees , I 'm aware that my
knowledge of what ACI is
doing with its international
chapters is limited. Still,
there are a few suggestions.
In my view, it would be better for one or two people
to visit a chapter at least as often as every other year,
rather than three people at longer intervals. The ACI
visitors shou ld generaUy not put on the entire seminar,
but rather seek to have local speakers along with the
Institute's visitors.
If it were practical, I would favor selling ACI literature to designated developing countries at perhaps onehalf of the regular price of literature to Institute members. There are many people who would like our literature but have difficulty affording it. Besides helping
these people now in their effort to understand current
technology, there will be longer term benefits from
having more ACI literature in use.
At its last two fa ll conventions, ACI has held a
Roundtable meeting of attendees from concrete organizations in other nations. There is a desire to foster cooperation among organizations, and to avoid duplication in the production and dissemination of technical
information. These Roundtables were very worthwhile,
and hopefully will continue. It would be in ACI's interests, in my view, to devote some staff effort to
ma intaining communications with and serving as a
point of contact for concrete organizations worldwide.
If ACI doesn't provide this leadership, other organizations will.
In my first memo in the May 1990 issue of Concrete
International, I cited a sayi ng that " Li fe is like a
bridge; you pass over it fo r a while." As my term as
president draws to a close, I indeed fee l that I have
passed over one span of this bridge representing ACI.
Like a good structure with strength and durability, the
Institute is a healthy association with many common
self-interests that will need its attention and efforts for
a long time to come. It has been a pleasure to be your
president this past year.
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